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June 18, 2012 
 
I am pleased to present the views of the National Association of Mutual Insurance Companies 
(NAMIC) regarding A-944, An Act Concerning Insurance Fraud.  NAMIC is the largest and 
most diverse national property/casualty insurance trade and political advocacy association in 
the United States. Its 1,400 member companies write all lines of property/casualty insurance 
business and include small, single-state, regional, and national carriers accounting for 50 
percent of the automobile/ homeowners market and 31 percent of the business insurance 
market. More than 100 NAMIC member companies do business in New Jersey, including 24 
companies domiciled in the state. 
 
NAMIC supports A-944 and urges the Committee to act favorably on it.  The bill would 
expand upon New Jersey’s existing insurance fraud statutes to make them more effective in 
giving law enforcement the tools necessary to identify and break up fraud rings. 
 
Among other things, the bill would permit the sharing of fraud investigation information 
among insurance companies to allow them to identify patterns that characterize sophisticated 
insurance fraud rings. 
 
Additionally, the bill would: 

 
 Establish stringent penalties for medical providers and attorneys who knowingly accept 

kickbacks and other payments for taking part in fraudulent activity; 
 
 Place reasonable limits on access to accident reports to prevent so-called “runners” who work 

with fraud rings from use the information on the reports to commit fraud.  
 

 Crack down on rate evaders who register and insure their vehicles in another state to avoid 
paying New Jersey motor vehicle fees and insurance premiums. 

 
Insurance fraud is a serious issue that enriches those who commit fraud while penalizing 
honest buyers of insurance.  NAMIC urges the Committee to enact the sensible measures 
within A-944 to fight fraud which will ultimately benefit New Jersey consumers. 
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